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Abstract—Neuroscientific studies and advancement in
brain research rely heavily on experiments conducted on
animal subjects. However, due to strict laws and heavy
protests from the animal right groups, the experiments
with animal subjects are highly regulated, very expensive
and almost beyond the reach of any regular researcher
from technical domain. The aim of this research was to
design and fabricate an artificial brain cortex phantom for
in-house
characterization
and
evaluation
of
microelectrode arrays (MEAs) [19] developed at the Micro
Systems Technology (MST) department of the Otto-vonGuericke-University (OvGU) Magdeburg. Based on the
literature review and relevant previous works [2, 3, 6–9,
28–30], a mixture of 1.5% agarose gel with 1% intralipid
in 0.45% NaCl (saline) solution was used as phantom gel
material due to its durability, ability to be molded into
desired shape as well as closeness to the electrical and
optical properties of cortical tissue

resistive conductor having frequency independent impedance
[15, 18]. This study takes into account both the models. Table
1 gives an overview of the electrical properties of mammalian
brain cortex in different species and study models.

Keywords—Brain cortex phantom, Artificial brain
cortex, microelectrode arrays testing

B. Optical properties

I.

INTRODUCTION

A phantom can be defined as an object designed to mimic the
specific properties of a living tissue [21]. The tissue phantom
provides a low risk and cheaper alternative to the living
tissues and can provide researchers relatively consistent and
repeatable performance than the living tissues. The aim of this
work was the fabrication of an animal brain cortex phantom
with properties reasonably close to the brain cortex in
electrophysiological, topographical and optical terms.
II.

PROPERTIES OF BRAIN TISSUES

A. Electrical charateristics
Throughout the history of brain research, there are two major
models for brain’s electrical properties. The first model states
that the brain tissues have anisotropic electrical characteristics
due to extensive span of dimensions, compactness and
structured orientation of the neuronal and glial elements [12,
13, 24–27] while the other considers brain cortex as a purely

Table 1: Electrical properties of animal brain tissue
Tissue

Animal/
Model

Resistivity
[Ohm.m]

Conductivity
[S/m]

Cortex [22]

Cat

2

0.5

Cortex [10]

Rat

3.03

0.33

Brain [18]

Monkey
Brain
model
Animals
(Average)

1.65-3.29

0.6-0.3

2.5-3

0.5-0.33

1-10

1-0.1

Brain [16]
Brain [14]

The way light interacts with the brain tissue, is a complex
phenomenon due to inhomogeneous and anisotropic nature of
biological tissues. In a simple model these interactions can be
defined as two major types: absorption and scattering [17]. In
order to verify the total absorbance of an actual animal tissue
to that of the values obtained from the literature, a
spectrophotometry was carried out on a rat brain cortex under
laboratory conditions using Nano Drop 1000TM
spectrophotometer. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Optical properties of rat brain cortex obtained using
NanoDrop1000

Rat

Wavelengt
h λ [nm]
425

Absorbance
[cm−1]
15-32.5

Rat

525

15-27.5

Tissue

Animal

Brain cortex
Brain cortex
III.

ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

In order to develop a tissue substitute, it was of utmost
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importance to understand the electrical equivalent circuit of a
cell and that of the electrode-phantom interface. This section
gives a summarized overview of the electrical equivalent
circuits of a cell as well as electrode-phantom interface.
A. Electrical equivalent circuit of a Cell
Fig. 1 a) shows the equivalent circuit of the cell designed
based on the study performed by Dr. H.P. Schwan and
colleagues. [12, 13, 24–27]
When the current is in the extracellular space it can either:


bypass the cell and pass through the extracellular
fluid [Rext], or



pass through the cell and flow across the plasma
membrane [Cmem], or



pass through the ionic channel of the membrane
[Rmem].

The moment current is in the intracellular space it passes
through the medium [Rint] and exits through [Rmem-Cmem]
bridge. As the membrane’s capacitance is very low, therefore,
Rmem was neglected and the simplified circuit shown by Fig. 1
b) is obtained.

Figure 1: a) Electrical equivalent circuit of a cell b)
Simplified electrical equivalent circuit of a cell

phantom and the electrode. R4 represents the potential drop
between the phantom and the electrode. The R5-C3
combination is the electrolyte-electrode interface. R6 depicts
the voltage drop at electrode while C4 gives the stray
capacitance developed due to the electrode’s circuit. [20, 23]
IV.

PHANTOM DEVELOPMENT

Phantom development was carried out in stages. The process
involved material selection, agarose gel preparation, phantom
designing, testing of phantom and evaluation of the results of
testing by comparing them against the ones obtained from
impedance spectroscopy.
A. Material selection
The most important criteria for selecting a material during
this study was the cost, abundance, durability and ease of use
of the material. Agarose gel powder (A9414 from Sigma
Aldrich) was selected as the base material due to an added
advantage of having a low gelling temperature of 40 oC [1].
Electrical and optical properties were achieved using
appropriate quantity of the saline (Braun 0.9% NaClTM) and
Intralipid solution (Sigma Aldrich) respectively.
Table 3: Brain tissue v/s agarose gel [4, 5]
Properties

Animal brain tissue

Agarose gel

Material

Poroelastic

Poroelastic

Homogeneity

Inhomogeneous

Homogeneous

Isotropy

Anisotropic

Isotropic

Opacity

Opaque

Transparent

Availability

Highly restricted

Unlimited

B. Phantom preparation and testing

Similar to the electrode-neuron interface model. An electrodephantom can be designed as shown in Fig.2.

a) Cast design and experimental setup:
Polypropylene (PP) was used as the material for cast
development. The cast cavity was kept 6.0mm to take into
account the shrinking of the gel during the gel setting in order
to get the desired final thickness of approximately 3.5mm.
1.5% agarose gel was chosen due to the stability and
robustness during the usage. Preparation of the gel was carried
out in controlled environment in the departmental lab. Process
for the preparation of the 1.5% agarose gel with 1% Intralipid
in 0.45% NaCl solution is as follows:

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit model of electrode-phantom
interface

1) 1.5g agarose powder was added to a 250ml flask
containing 100 ml saline solution
2) Magnetic stirrer was added to the flask and the
flask was covered with a lid
3) The mix was heated on a hotplate at 120oC while
being constantly stirred till the time the powder was
fully dissolved and a clear solution is obtained

B. Electrical equivalent circuit of Electrode-Phantom
interface

R1 and R2 together with their power sources represent the Cland Na+ conduction in the phantom. C1 shows the capacitance
of the phantom. R3 is the energy lost at the interface; C2 gives
the capacitance of Helmholtz-layer developed between the
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4) The solution was allowed to cool till 40oC and 5ml
Intralipid solution was added to the solution and mixed
properly
5) The mixture was then poured into the cast and let
to stay overnight so as to complete the gelling process
For the purpose of this study, a disk electrode was
placed under the phantom and the recording electrode was
placed over the phantom. 50µA square current waves
generated using Alpha lab system were used a signal source.
16 channels of a 32 channel electrically characterised MEA
was used as recording electrode. Chanel number 02, 04 and 10
were deemed unfit or broken during impedance spectrometry.

enclosure.
2) Mechanical Testing:
For mechanical testing, the phantom gel was prepared using a
silicone cast in brain form in order to emulate the gyri and
sulci of the brain cortex.

Experimental phantom gel holders were designed in
two forms, a hand held one and another with option to be
attached to any surface with the help of screws.

Figure 4: Process overview of phantom test
V.

RESULTS

a) Electrical characteristics:
16 channels of a 32 channel electrically characterised
MEA were connected to the recording system and the data
was recorded over the phantom. Out of the 16 channels,
Channel 01 and 16 were not used for signal recording.

Figure 3: Experimental setup
b) Phantom testing:
1) Electrical testing
The phantom was tested under the real life work
conditions at the special primate laboratory Leibniz
Institute for Neurobiology Magdeburg. The basic
requirements for testing the phantom were:
 a device to generate the source signal,
 a recording system,
 an electrically insulated enclosure,
 a setup to hold the recording electrode stable,
 a mechanism to have signal source at a fixed location
and
 a software to analyse the recorded data
The above-mentioned requirements were fulfilled by using the
AlphaLab SnR™ system for the generation as well as
recording of the signals, recording electrodes were the MEAs
developed at the MST department of OvGU [11, 19] and
using the audio booth at the special primate lab as an isolated

Figure 5: Signal recorded over phantom averaged over time
(See enlarged version on Page 6)
Fig.5 gives the post processing signal recorded over the
phantom. The plots were created using the MATLAB TM
software at the Special Lab Primate Neurobiology of the
Leibniz Institute for Neurobiology. The red curves in the
figure represent the filtered signal, the blue curves depict the
unfiltered data and the grey curves are for the compensated
signal. The color-coding of the curves holds no significant
value for this study and are shown here because these curves
are part of the data analysis program’s (created for
behavioural studies) standard result. It can be seen in Fig.5
that channels 02, 04 and 10 show an unexceptional behaviour
compared to other channels.
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As a control, another recording was performed using
NanoZ system (from the company Neuralynx) as signal
source. Here the channels 01, 15 and 16 were not connected to
the recording system.

at the MST department at OvGU Magdeburg. This additional
pre animal testing step will help the team to deliver high
quality functionally tested MEA to the neuroscientists and
thus in turn enhance the quality of research on animal subjects
while reducing the animal discomfort in accordance to the 3R
principles followed under the European commission’s
guidelines for experiments involving animal subjects.
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VIII. DETAILED FIGURES
Enlarged version of Fig. 5 - Signal recorded over phantom averaged over time

Enlarged version of Fig. 6 - Recording made through MEA with NanoZ system as signal source
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